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companies presentation
suppliers

Decomar Logistic
is a commercial company established in 2010 and whose 
main object of activity is the quality control, sorting and 
retouching of auto components received from manufacturers 
in order to verify them according to the legal standards 
imposed by the end customer.Stand 1

Miller Manufacturing
CNC metalworking company with World Class Manufacturing 
standards and integrated Management System based on 
digital managerial tools compliant with Industry 4.0. We 
are working with clients from automotive and aero-space 
industry, providing high complexity parts at high precision 
standards. 

Stand 2

Octavic
Octavic’s mission is to deliver the best decision-making 
framework in the industry by offering real-time insights from 
manufacturing processes. As a young and dynamic startup, 
our solution is quickly being adopted by the pharmaceutical, 
automotive, and other manufacturing industries all around 
the world. 

Stand 5

Schoeller Allibert Hungary
Schoeller Allibert is the European market leader of 
returnable industrial plastic packaging solutions. We offer 
a comprehensive range of standard and tailor made RTP 
packaging solutions dedicated to industrial manufacturing, 
such as: Foldable Large Containers, Foldable Small 
Containers, Rigid Pallet Containers, Stackable and Stack/
Nest handheld boxes, Pallets and Dollies. We focus not only 
on standard returnable packaging, but strive to foresee the 
trends of our main markets and invent new solutions to 
future needs in packaging.

Stand 6

Bunzl Romania
By providing our customers with a broad range of essential 
PPE, available from stock, they are able to focus on their 
core businesses, achieve purchasing efficiencies and savings 
and minimise their working capital requirements. At Bunzl 
we source, we consolidate and we deliver. Bunzl is a world 
leader in the distribution of: Personal Protective Equipment, 
Packaging and Hygiene supplies. 

Stand 7

Warehouse Design Systems
Warehouse Design Systems is the only authorized distributor 
of ASAFE International products in Romania. With our 
pioneering safety campaign, The Hidden Cost, we’re striving 
to improve industrial safety, putting a spotlight on the 
hidden cost of workplace accidents. We are a safety providing 
partner, offering our collaborators innovation solution of 
protecting people, property, profits and performance. 

Stand 8

E-Cablaje
is one of the main Romanian producers of electrical cables, 
control cables, brake and clutch, for motor vehicle, cords 
and leads, insulated, electric, with moulded-on plugs, cable 
assemblies, wiring harnesses/looms and cable connector 
assemblies.Stand 3

Stand 4

Bufab Romania
We offer an extremely wide range of stocked standard 
fasteners, and we specialize in trading with any imaginable 
C-parts according to your unique needs and demands. It 
could be a magnet, metal, or plastic part. It could be turned, 
injected, extruded, stamped, forged, milled, molded, or 
even assembled. All parts of our offer are based on years 
of experience in how we can make a difference for you as a 
customer in the best way.

Stand 9

Oechsler Romania
OECHSLER Romania SRL, Lipova, Arad County, Romania- 
Subsidiary plant was opened in 2007 and is a 100% 
subsidiary of parent company OECHSLER AG (Germany). 
From the precision part to the high-end component, from 
design components to mechatronic devices or footware – 
OECHSLER has the system expertise to build customized 
innovative products, from concept to completion. 

Stand 10

Pöppelmann Kapsto
Pöppelmann KAPSTO® Plastic protective caps and plugs for 
every application. Our KAPSTO® protective caps and plugs 
ensure optimum protection during production, storage 
and transport. Every protection element of our KAPSTO® 
standard program with over 3,000 versions perfectly protects 
your application. – All individually tailored according to your 
requirements. Whether robust, low-abrasion, temperature 
resistant or sealing – you will find the right protective 
element here.

Stand 11

Global Source
With a rich high end equipment portfolio and a experienced 
team in customized solutions for microscopy, metallography, 
and dedicated industrial furniture, we open new paths in 
production, innovation and industrial research. We offer 
integrated and flexible solutions from a vast ( diversified) 
range of equipment from various manufacturers. We develop 
workflows and equipment for industrial laboratories which 
are adapted to the requirements of each particular project.

Stand 12

AABO-IDEAL A/S
AABO-IDEAL A/S is a company based in Denmark with more 
than six decades of experience in manufacturing industrial 
solutions for surface treatment and over 4800 installations all 
over the world. The production is focused mainly on powder 
coating lines, liquid paint lines and electro-phoretic lines 
(KTL/ATL). In this turbulent time, we offer alternative heating 
solutions and systems for heat recovery and reduction of CO2 
footprint.

Stand 13

Wagner
WAGNER is a leading global supplier of industrial surface 
finishing systems with extensive experience in a wide range 
of sectors. Whether complete systems or single components 
– we offer the ideal solution for your individual application. 
POWDER COATING - We supply a wide range of custom-built 
solutions for powder coating applications.

Stand 14
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Bio-Circle Surface Technology
Bio-Circle Surface Technology GmbH has been standing for 
the development, production, and distribution of innovative 
chemical and biotechnological products all around surface 
technology for 30 years.
We are happy to present you with our innovative 
products. Water-based cleaners with zero VOC content, 
low-temperature cleaners, protective stainless steel care 
products, state-of-the-art parts cleaning systems and useful 
accessories.

Stand 15

Grimet Construct
Grimet Construct is a company with Romanian capital, 
founded in 2006, at the beginning as a manufacturer of light 
metal components. We are customer-oriented company, for 
this purpose developing new products and technologies.Stand 16

KFACTORY
If your company deals with manufacturing companies and is 
looking for a way to differentiate itself from the competition, 
you can join the KFactory partner program. We can concretely 
discuss the advantages of partnering with KFactory and how 
you can transform your customers’ traditional production 
process into a new one, where industrial equipment, orders, 
operators and support teams are part of a well-coordinated 
digital process. We come up with this challenge because we 
understand that the digital transformation process can be an 
extremely useful tool.

Stand 17

CGR Transilvania
CGR Transilvania is certificated with IATF 16949: 2016 
and we have customers in the automotive industry (ex 
Valeo, Continental, Vitesco) but also non-automotive (ex 
Schneider). As main processes we mention overmolding, 
plastic injection, stamping, assembly, pad printing.Stand 18

Lavmi Perla
Established since 1992 and become automotive parts 
producer in 2004. Became Tier 1 supplier for Dacia, Group 
Renault, in 2010. Partner for Renault in many projects - DACIA 
LOGAN, DACIA DUSTER (all generations), RENAULT ARKANA, 
RENAULT K-ZE etc. Main industries served : Automotive, FMSG Stand 19

Antemie
With an experience of over 25 years, a turnover surpassing 
1 million Euro a year, and more than 45 employees, SC 
ANTEMIE SRL manufactures and sells custom-made and 
mass production items, manufactured through splinting 
processes, and industrial textile items. In the last few years, 
besides our own investments in high-performance machines, 
we have managed to start developing our automation 
department and even deliver prototypes to our clients.

Stand 20

Zaleco
we are a multi-material company specialized in industry 
packaging, offering solutions in cardboard (including inlays, 
dividers, boxes and many more), honeycomb cardboard, 
packaging foam (EPE, PU, EVA foams) (cutting, stamping, 
laminating, assembly), ESD foam (dissipative, conductive), 
alveolar plastic (including returnable boxes with accessories 
and inlays), corrugated PP plastic sheets, corrugated PP 
plastic boxes, corrugated PP plastic dividers or plywood/MDF 
solutions.

Stand 21

PQ - Plast
we are a multi-material company specialized in industry 
packaging, offering solutions in cardboard (including inlays, 
dividers, boxes and many more), honeycomb cardboard, 
packaging foam (EPE, PU, EVA foams) (cutting, stamping, 
laminating, assembly), ESD foam (dissipative, conductive), 
alveolar plastic (including returnable boxes with accessories 
and inlays), corrugated PP plastic sheets, corrugated PP 
plastic boxes, corrugated PP plastic dividers or plywood/MDF 
solutions.

Stand 22

Politech Expo
Politech is a leading supplier in the construction of modular 
exhibition stands and the rental of furniture and equipment 
for stands. 

Stand 23

Profimatt
Profimatt is one of the main suppliers in Romania for 
technical training and workshop programs especially in the 
plastic molding domains.

Stand 26

Multitech Industrial
Efficiency on the Production Line - For more than 14 years, 
Multitech has been offering equipment and specific solutions 
to manufacturing industries from the most important global 
brands in the fields of marking, labeling and industrial 
automation. Multitech’s solutions support and optimize the 
production processes of hundreds of companies in Romania.

Stand 24

Alfa Motor Technology
Since 2004, we have been producing stamped, embossed, 
welded and painted in electrostatic field series parts. In 
2014, we have approached the field of industrial mechanical 
engineering and started manufacturing machine tools and 
workstations for series production, embossing dies and 
metal punches. As of 2017 we offer PLC programming for 
process automation, machine tools and dedicated software. 
We aim to become one of the main suppliers of products in 
the field of mechanical engineering and automation.

Stand 25
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Algeco
For 15 years, Algeco has been developing innovative and 
sustainable modular spaces in Romania for clients from the 
most important public and private sectors.

Stand 27

Centro Software
Centro Software is a 34 years experienced software house 
with over 3.000 worldwide customers - including Romania. 
We focus on the development and implementation of ERP 
systems, Industry 4.0 customised projects and BPM (Business 
Process Modeler). We have a network of over 80 Gold Partners 
- such as Pinewood Consulting in Bucharest - that are able to 
deliver the best support and assistance to our clients locally.

Stand 28

Panduit Europe
Panduit was started by a spark of innovation that changed 
the way people thought about cable management. In 1955 
we launched our first product, Panduct Wiring Duct, an 
invention that organized control panel wiring and allowed 
new wires to be added quickly, neatly and safely.Stand 29

SRO Industry 
SRO Industry is a supplier for cable management systems, 
wires & connectors, protection & fixing systems, and other 
dedicated products for cable assembly and harnesses.

Stand 30

Wizrom Software 
Wizrom Software is one of the most innovative business 
management software providers in Romania. Wizrom offers 
some of the most advanced planning and ERP software 
solutions to lead its customers to success.Stand 31

NC-Vision 
NC-Vision was created as a revolutionary software toolbox 
for production and traceability, covering each process of a 
production environment from manufacturing execution, 
warehouse, track and trace, quality management and much 
more. Based on our approach, businesses from all industries 
mix and match just the modules needed for an affordable 
solution.

Stand 32

Fastenal Europe 
Today, Fastenal is many things to many different customers, 
an expert consultant, a logistics company, a technology 
provider, and more generally a distributor of wide-ranging 
industrial and construction products. These aspects of 
service share a common foundation: great people, close to 
our customers. Our service model centers on approximately 
3,200 in-market locations (a combination of public branches 
and customer-specific onsites), each providing custom 
inventory and a dedicated sales team to support local 
customers.

Stand 33

Admasys
We offer the widest range of 3D technologies on the 
Romanian market: 3D technologies, high quality 3D 
printers and accessories, scanners and metrology, software, 
supplies, materials and services. professional services - 
from professional consulting to customised services. 3D 
printing, scanning and modelling to training, service and 
support technical support. We understand the needs of 
manufacturing companies. 

Stand 34

Syoneex
SYONEEX is a smart manufacturing platform for aggregating, 
consolidating, processing and distributing data in various 
areas and covering all industry specifics. With over 13 years 
of experience & knowledge of manufacturing processes, 
technological changes & industrial systems, we are dedicated 
to develop the best smart manufacturing platforms.

Stand 38

SKY Courier
SKY Courier makes urgent transportation for special 
shipments, by air and by road. We offer 24/7/365 services 
at different airports in Romania, Germany and Hungary and 
not only. Our 24/7 services: - Assistance in Eastern Europe 
countries to US, Mexico and Asia - Airfreight NFO and OBC 
on first available flight - Pick-ups and deliveries by direct 
drives - Customs formalities. Why to work with us: - excellent 
customer service support available for you 24/7 - 24/7 
customs formalities at Budapest Airp, Otopeni Airp. and 
Frankfurt Airp. - experienced team in urgent transportation.

Stand 39

PPI Adhesive Products
PPI Adhesive Products Limited was established in Waterford, 
Ireland in 1970 and is a world-renowned manufacturer of an 
extensive range of precision converted technical adhesive 
tapes, die-cuts, and laminates for a wide range of industries 
and applications, most notably in the Electrical, Electronic, 
Automotive, Aerospace and Medical sectors, as well as a 
wide range of tapes for specialized industrial and high-tech 
applications. Utilizing our experience in the development 
and manufacture of adhesive tapes, we can offer our 
customers the competitive edge required in a progressive 
marketplace.

Stand 40

Nutechnologies
Welcome to the 3D Printing Era With us, you will find the 
optimal 3D Printing Solutions, meant to bring agility and 
competitive advantages, to the development of your 
company. Since 2012, Nutechnologies proves ambition and 
professionalism, becoming the main supplier of professional 
3D printing equipment in Romania.

Stand 35
Stand 36

Edorom Metal
Component of DEKEM group with two other companies 
located in two powerful industrialized areas of France, 
Edorom Metal Romania provides metal products obtained 
by cold plastic deformation (stamping,cutting, drawing). We 
have automatic presses (from 40 to 250 T) and we work with 
progressive tools mainly (bending and assembly too). Raw 
materials have thickness: 0,3 to 4 mm (steel, stainless steel, 
copper, bras, galvanized steel etc).

Stand 37
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Sauter Turning Process
The Sauter company is a family company with 2 production 
plants in Germany and a subsidiary Sauter Turning Process 
S.R.L in Dej, district of Cluj - Romania. We manufacture turned 
parts and assemble assemblies for every customer and 
industry, whereby our core competencies are not only in the 
implementation of customer products, but also in process 
development and process management.

Stand 41

MDE Converting 
MDE Converting is a company specialising in the conversion 
of adhesive tape reels, beginning with Jumbo reels, as we 
cover all stages of processing and we may end up to the most 
complicated form, as required by our partners.Stand 42

Demgy Group
Our MULTIPLASTURGY® concept allows us to simplify, 
LIGHTEN and implement your plastic projects, even the most 
complex.

Stand 45

GLABs
GLABs is a logistics solution for manufacturing and 
warehousing companies to fully manage all on-site transport 
and loading tasks.

Stand 46

Infinite Ratios
I’m an independent inventor. My invention consists in the 
development of a CVT type gearbox with an innovative 
operating principle.

Stand 47

Trieurodata
Since its establishment, in 2005, Trieurodata has distinguished 
itself on the Romanian market by its clear orientation 
towards customers and their challenges. Thus, together 
with our clients and for them, we have developed and 
integrated a wide range of solutions for process automation 
and digitization, marking and identification technologies, 
industrial robots, and cobots, industrial software, data 
collection, transmission, storage & processing.

Stand 48

AWS Elektrotehnik
AWS Elektrotehnik proposes reliable solutions for equipment 
and systems used in most of the areas that form the industrial 
sector.

Stand 43

Dexion Storage Solutions
The Dexion company (from the Ancient Greek meaning 
‘Right’) was originally founded by Demetrius Comino. 
Comino developed the ‘Dexion Slotted-Angle’ (1947), which 
introduced the world to adjustable storage and would go on 
to blaze the trail for Dexion’s purpose-built pallet racking and 
shelving systems. Today we are one of the world’s leading 
providers of warehouse logistics solutions.

Stand 49

Euro Sandow
Euro Sandow is one of the leading producers for custom 
made elastic nets, shock cords, bungee cords, elastic 
straps, luggage and floor nets for a wide variety of securing 
applications. Most of the products are designed for the 
automotive industry as a 2nd tier supplier.Stand 52

Gotec Rom
Gotec Rom is specialized in metal and plastic parts surface 
treatment and coating of rubber - metal parts with bonding 
agent, as well as production of blank metal parts on 
CNC lathe. Available surface treatment processes: - Zinc 
Nickel treatment on racks, with or without sealing - Zn 
Ca Phosphating and Aluminium Phosphating in drums, - 
Degreasing: alkaline or with Perchlor steam, - Shot blasting, 
- Bonding agent application. 

Stand 55

Electrolytic Coating
Located in the Transylvania region and only 35 km to the 
well connected city of Cluj-Napoca, Electrolytic Coating has 
established itself as one of the leading companies for surface 
treatment in Romania. We’re currently supplying high alloy 
Zn coating (ZnNi) on metal parts, on both technologies, rack 
and barrel.

Stand 56

Askania
Askania is a leading packaging supplier which offers a wide 
range of products classified into three main categories: 
1. Cardboard and paper packaging; 
2. Disposable products; 
3. Raw materials from expanded polyethylene.Stand 57

Effective Flux
With over 400 customers, from small to very large companies, 
automotive (T1, T2 or T3 suppliers) and other industries,we 
are a recognized experienced Consulting and Training 
services provider.Stand 53

E.ON Romania
Energy efficiency solutions for a sustainable business. E.ON 
has developed a portfolio of solutions that support the 
businesses of its partners in the long term, contributing to 
the optimization of energy costs and the reduction of the 
carbon footprint.Stand 50

Stand 44

Stand 51

Stand 54

Stand 58
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TechnoMarket
TechnoMarket is the leading Romanian industrial magazine 
which covers a very diversified area of industrial domains.

Stand 59

InTradeFairs
InTradeFairs is an online B2B and B2C platform for industrial 
companies, the organizer in Romania of the EMSETECH, 
Industry Expo and Automotive Expo Trade Fairs

Stand
61 - 64

Transilvania Business
Monthly magazine Transilvania Business is the sole premium 
publication mainly focused on economic activities in 
Transylvania and Banat – Romania, but also integrates 
articles about main national investments and projects and 
also international trends & events Stand 60

Manufacturing of
bungee cords, webbing
and nets

www.eurosandow.com







event evaluation
survey

Would you help us improve future Industry Expo & B2B Meetings events by completing our short survey?



TOGETHER
businessforgreat

EVENT
PROGRAM
8:30               Check-in and reception

9:00               Welcome message 

9:10               Automotive Industry Statistics & Trends

9:20                SRO Industry Presentation 
 
9:30                A-SAFER World 

9:40               Co�ee break

10:00             Exhibition visiting & B2B meetings (see the exhibition layout)

12:40             Lunch break

14:00             Exhibition visiting & B2B meetings (see the exhibition layout)

16:00             Co�ee break

16:20             Exhibition visiting & B2B meetings (see the exhibition layout)

17:00             End of INDUSTRY EXPO & B2B MEETINGS

Adrian Sandu - Executive Secretary Romanian Automobile Constructors Association

Ioan Sava - General Manager - SRO Industry

Claudiu Georgescu - Event Manager- Industry Expo, Automotive Expo, Emsetech (inTradeFairs)

Bogdan Calin - Sales Manager - Warehouse Design Systems


